ATO data powers can increase your tax bill

Asmany will be aware the Australian Tax Office (ATO) has far-reaching powers thatallows it to access vast pools of external, third-party data. In the
past thevalue of this access has been limited by the ATOs inability to effectivelycategorise, sort and match this data; however after investing millions
ofdollars, finally ATO systems are becoming more and more sophisticated.

Thismeans the ATO can use complex techniques to match their data with data fromother institutions both in Australia and overseas, looking for
discrepancies.

Atypical example is as follows: a tax agent receives a letter from the ATOconcerning Client A, stating that he recently sold a property in 2009; theletter
notes further that there is no record of a capital gain in his 2009return and that, unless the ATO is informed otherwise, Client As 2009 taxreturn will be
amended for this income.

So,how is the ATO able to identify the fact that there may be more tax to pay? Inthis example there is a simple explanation - the ATO cross-references
andcompares land title office data with taxpayer returns.

Thisis not just happening with land title offices but also with share registries,motor vehicle registers, Centrelink, family tax assistance offices,
staterevenue offices, even marine registries. The list is growing.

Whilethis activity by the ATO may be nothing new, the difference now is that the ATOis now making effective use of computer programs to data match
and then issue acomputer generated letter to the tax agent with little human interaction. Forthe ATO this is a simple and cost effective way to target
more clients than thetraditional high risk, high return targets.

Asmall fact that most people are unaware of is

Theonus is on the taxpayer to prove what their income is, not for the ATO todisprove.

So,if the ATO issues a letter stating that it believes the taxpayer has additionalincome from foreign sources of, say, $40,000 then the taxpayer has to
prove heor she does not. The ATO has identified this additional income simply by anAustralian bank reporting amounts transferred from overseas into
the taxpayersbank account. In many cases there is a reasonable answer to why the amount isnot included in the taxpayers return. However, proving
this can be timeconsuming and costly for the taxpayer and their agents.

Anotherarea that the ATO is targeting is the cash economy. A traditional ATOtechnique was to look for asset purchases on registers such as motor
vehicles,yachts and property that a taxpayer would be unable to afford on the incomedeclared in their tax return. The ATO would then issue an
amended taxassessment for undeclared income of a level that would be reasonable to affordsuch items.

However,times change and a newer technique aimed at the cash economy is the use ofcomparisons; whereby the ATO compares similar taxpayers in
a similar industryand looks for anomalies. These are called ATO industry benchmarks and, if ataxpayer is outside them, then the risk of an audit is
increased.

Forexample the ATO will expect the Profit Margin for a dentist earning in excessof $815,000 to be 22%. If a dentist lodges a return with a profit margin
of 19%then the ATO will consider this outside the range. The tax agent will receive aletter saying that the taxpayer appears to have understated their
income andunless they hear otherwise they will issue an amended assessment for the totalexpense figure divided by 78% (1-22%). If the expenses
were $700,000 this wouldbe an increase in taxable income of $30,000.

Asadvances in technology increase ever more rapidly, the ATOs ability to find,analyse and match data is also increasing. The ATO is already targeting
auctionsites like eBay.

Whatshould taxpayers do now?

Ensureyou have proper record keeping procedures particularly regarding cashtransactions
Keepdetailed records on large transactions that are not taxable e.g. transfers fromoverseas or sale of the family home
Takeout audit insurance, which insures you against the cost of your tax agents andbookkeepers putting together a case to support your position
Contactyour Accountant for a preventative review now.
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